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The purpose of this paper is to prove the theorem stated in the title 
(Theorem 5). 
It will be assumed that reader is familiar with the elementary properties of 
bands (e.g., [5; 3, Chap. IV]), lattices [I], and congruence lattices on semigroups 
([3, Chap. I]). For completeness we include the following. 
If S is a semigroup, then cl(S) will denote its lattice of congruences. If 
u~d(S), then n(S/ u is isomorphic with the dual ideal {p E /l(S): p 3 a} of ) . 
n(S). If A C S, then o 1 A denotes the restriction (T n (A x A) of o to A. If p 
is any relation on S, then p* denotes the congruence on S generated by p. 
If A is a set, n(A) is the Zattice of equivalences on A. Evidently if II(A) satisfies 
the ascending chain condition (ACC) or the descending chain condition (DCC) 
then A is finite. 
Recall that on any band B, Green’s relation $ is a congruence, Bl$ is a 
semilattice and each $-class is a rectangular band. Rectangular bands are 
characterized by the identity xyx = x; each rectangular band is isomorphic with 
the direct product of a left zero semigroup (xy = x) and a right zero semigroup 
(xy = y). Now if S is a left or right zero semigroup any equivalence on S is a 
congruence, that is, A(S) = n(S), so the theorem stated in the title is clearly 
true in each case. In fact if R is a rectangular band, R z A x B (A left zero, 
B right zero), then A(R) E A(A) x A(B), so the theorem is again true. We now 
prove the theorem for semilattices (where it is presumably well known). 
LEMMA 1. Let E be a semilattice. If A(E) satisjies either ACC or DCC then E 
is jinite. 
Proof. We show that in either case every chain and every antichain (set of 
pairwise incomparable elements) of B is finite. As noted in [I, p. 6], any such 
poset is finite. 
Let e, < e, < ... < ei < ... be an ascending chain in E. If for each i >, 1, 
pi is the congruence on E generated by the pair (e, , e,), it is easily verified that 
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pIcpzc~~~cp~c~~~. If A(,??) satisfies ACC, this chain is finite, so the original 
chain is also. On the other hand, for each i > 0 let oi be the least congruence on 
E identifying {ej:j 3 i}. It is again easily verified that eiui C {e E E: e > e,>, 
sothat~,~~~r)...~a~~.... If A(E) satisfies DCC, this chain is finite, so the 
original chain is also. Similar arguments show that in each case every descending 
chain in E is finite, whence every chain in E is finite. 
Now suppose E has an infinite antichain A; let {a,},,, be a countably infinite 
subset of A. If for each i > 1, vi is the least congruence on E identifying a, 
with a, , ua ,..., a, , and 7i is the least congruence on E identifying A\{u,, a,,..., a,}, 
then it may be verified similarly that rr, C ~a C ... C ri C ... and 71 3 ~a 3 ... 1 
Ti 3 . . . . Hence if E satisfies either ACC or DCC, A must be finite. i 
Now if B is any band such that cl(B) satisfies ACC or DCC, then so does 
fl(B/$) (by the comments above). Hence 
COROLLARY 2. If B is a band such that A(B) satisjies ACC or DCC, then B 
has finitely many $-classes. 1 
Remark. From this point the “ACC half” of the theorem may be proved 
fairly quickly. However, our proof of the more difficult “DCC half” in fact 
covers both cases. 
The crucial step in the inductive proof of our theorem is provided by the 
special case considered in the next lemma. Note that by Corollary 2, if A(B) 
satisfies ACC or DCC then B must have a kernel (least $-class). 
LEMMA 3. Let B be a band, with kernel K a right zero semigroup. If A(B) 
sutisjies ACC or DCC and if B\K isfinite, then K isjinite. 
Proof. For convenience, put T = B\K and for each t in T put It = 
{s E T: JS < Jt}. Note that since K is a right zero semigroup, bk = k for 
all b E B, k E K: therefore, only multiplication on the right need be con- 
sidered in K. (Note also that KX C K for every subset X of B, where KX = 
{Iwc: k E K, x E X} if X is nonempty, and KXis empty if X is.) 
If T is empty, then B = K and as noted earlier K is finite. Otherwise the proof 
proceeds in three stages. 
(I) For all t in T, Kt\KI, is$nite. 
Put A, = Kt\KI,; we may suppose A, nonempty. To prove (I) it is sufficient 
to show that n* j A, = n for all n E I;I(A,). For then rr C (J in 17(A,) implies 
rr* C U* in A(B), so II has either ACC or DCC. 
Suppose, then, that n E II and let (x, y) E rr* 1 A, , x # y. Then there is a 
sequence% ==xO-fxl-+~~~~x, = y of nonidentical elementary a-transitions 
in B: each transition xi -+ xifl has the form airi + biri for some ri E B1 and 
(ui , bi) E V, ui # bi . (Note that each ui , bi E A, , so each xi is in fact in K.) 
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Since x, y E Kt we may in fact replace this sequence by the sequence x = xot -+ 
x,t ---f ... -+ x,t = y, where each xit E Kt. 
Suppose x,t E A, , that is, x,t 4 Kit , for some i, 0 < i < n. Since ai E Kt we 
have ai = a$ and x,t = ai( so tr,t $It , that is Jtrtt Q Jt . Therefore 
tr,tft and tr,t = t(rit)t = t in the rectangular band Jt . Thus x,t = a,t = a, 
and, similarly, xi+,t = bi(trit) = bit = bi . So xi+lt E A, and (xit, x,+,t) = 
(ai , bi) E 77. But x,t = x E A, so by induction each x,t E A, and each 
(xi& xi+lt) E V. Therefore (x, y) E V. 
Hence rr* j A, C n and the converse inclusion is clear. 
(II) KT is$nite. 
For each t in T define the height h(t) oft as the maximum length n of any chain 
Jt = Jo >y > ... >J” 
of $-classes of B contained in T. Since T is finite h is well defined. 
If h(t) = 0, then It is empty and by (I) Kt is finite. Assuming KS is finite for 
all s in T of height less than K, K > 1, suppose h(t) = K. Then Kit = 
(J {KS: s E T, J8 < Jt> is finite since ifs E T and JS < Jt then h(s) < k. By (I) 
Kt is also finite. By induction Kt is finite for all t in T, whence KT is finite. 
(III) K\KT isJinite. 
For each v in II(K\KT) let m’ be the equivalence on B whose nontrivial 
classes are those of 7~ (on K\KT) and the set KT. If (x, y) E r’, x # y (so that 
x, y E K), then for all b E K, x6 = b = yb and for all b E T, xb, yb E KT. In 
either case (xb, yb) E r’. Hence rr’ E A(B). 
Clearly the map r --f r’ of IT(K\KT) into A(B) preserves inclusion strictly, so 
I?(K\KT) satisfies either ACC or DCC and K\KT is therefore finite. 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 1 
COROLLARY 4. Let B be a band, with kernel K. If A(B) satisfies ACC or DCC 
and B\K is Jinite then K is jinite. 
Proof. The kernel K is in general a rectangular band. If gK denotes Green’s 
relation on K (that is, x2&y if and only if xy = x) the equivalence PK u L on B 
is readily seen to be a congruence. (Here L denotes the trivial relation on B.) 
Now B’ = B/(2$ u L) is a band with kernel K’s K/5$, a right zero 
semigroup, with B’\K’ finite and with A(B’) satisfying either ACC or DCC. By 
the lemma K/2$ is finite. Dually the left zero semigroup K/W, is finite. Since 
KG K/W, x K/& , K is itself finite. 1 
THEOREM 5. If B is a band whose lattice of congruences satisjies either ACC or 
DCC, then B isJinite. 
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Proof. By Corollary 2, B has finitely many j-classes. For each $-class K of 
B let its depth d(K) be the length K of the longest chain Jo > $ > ... > Jk = K 
of $-classes in B. Let F(K) = {b E B: Jb > K}. Then F(K) is a subband of B 
with kernel K. Further if I(K) denotes the ideal B\F(K) of B, then B/I(K) g 
F(K)O. Hence A(F(K)) is isomorphic with a sublattice of A(B) and therefore 
satisfies either ACC or DCC. Note that b EF(K)\K implies d(Jb) < d(K). 
If d(K) = 0 then by Corollary 4 K is finite. Assuming each $-class of depth 
less than Fz is finite, K > 1, suppose d(K) = K. By hypothesis F(K)\K is a finite 
union of finite $-classes and, applying Corollary 4, K is finite. By induction 
each &-class of B, and therefore B itself, is finite. 1 
Remarks. 1. For normal bands (characterized by the identity xyzx = xzyx) 
Theorem 5 follows quickly from Corollary 2. For any normal band is a strong 
semilattice of rectangular bands Bi , i E 1, say, and by [4, Lemma 5.71, for each i 
in I every congruence p on Bi is the restriction of some congruence (in particular 
of p*) on B-thus ACC or DCC on A(B) yields ACC or DCC on each A(Bi) 
whence, as noted earlier, each Bi is finite. For an aritrary band B, however, 
not every congruence on a y-class of B need be the restriction of a con- 
gruence on B [4, Example 5.61. 
2. In [2, Theorem 2.91 Eberhart and Williams gave a characterization of 
those bands B whose lattices A(B) of congruences are semimodular, under the 
assumption that A(B) h as no infinite chains. A consequence of our theorem is 
that such bands are in fact finite. (Note: As pointed out in [4, Example 5.101, 
for nonnormal bands their theorem is actually false.) 
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